
TDHCA 2017 Application Uptick! 

The Shorter Day Continues!!! 
We like to think we’ve done a good thing with that… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the 2017 Application Uptick!  I have come to understand that the changes that we made to this presentation met with approval, for the most part, so we are continuing in the more streamlined vein.  For any new folks today, we’re going to cover the basics, without treating you like greenhorns.  We’re going to talk about what has changed and explore what that means for you.  We’re also going to talk again about what we want to see when your application comes in.  What goes where, how questions should be answered and things that should help minimize your deficiencies.  When you head home today, you should feel good about your ability to turn in a nice, clean application and you will not have information overload.  If we’re very good, you should still have a good portion of your day left and get a decided jump on traffic when we’re done so it’s going to be a good day.  There will be opportunities for questions as we go along so hold on to them as they come to you and be ready when we ask for them.  



Remember me??? 
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We’ll see this guy again.  He went over well last time so we kept him.



Multifamily Finance Division 
• Marni Holloway – Division Director – 512-475-1676 
• Sharon Gamble – 9% Administrator – 512-936-7834 
• Teresa Morales – 4% Administrator – 512-475-3344 
• Jason Burr – Database Administrator – 512-475-3986 
• Patrick Russell -  MF Policy Research Specialist – 512-475-3986 
Program Crew- AKA “The Fab Five” 
• Liz Cline-Rew – 512-475-3227 
• Nicole Fisher – 512-475-2201 
• Elizabeth Henderson – 512-463-9784 
• Shannon Roth – 512-475-3929 
• Ben Sheppard – 512-475-2122 
Direct Loan 
• Andrew Sinnott – MF HOME Administrator – 512-475-0538 
• Cris Simpkins – Loan Closing Specialist – 512-475-3433 
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Presentation Notes
We want you to have our contact list.  You can find this information on the TDHCA website but for now, these are all of our phone numbers, in case you want to use them.  And I’d like to highlight our two new people, Patrick and Cris. We’ve almost gotten them fully indoctrinated so they’ll be ready for you.  Cris is supporting Andrew with Direct Loans.  She’ll handle closings and other functions specific to Direct Loan’s funding.  Patrick will be keeping track of the far-reaching implications of our tax credit policies.  Before long, he will be able to tell you which butterfly’s wing in the rain forest caused the hurricane, so to speak.  Tracking the historical effects of rules will help us get better at designing the tax credit program and that’s a bit of what he’ll be doing.  The Fab Five are still intact.  We are here to review and score your applications, among other things. If you need anything at all, just call any one of us…and we’ll be glad to send you to Shae.  Just kidding, we’ll help you if we can.  Now, it’s our job to catch errors clarify inconsistencies and basically grade your homework.  That’s what we do from March to about mid-June.  And our favorite application is the one we can get through quickly and without having to write a host of deficiencies. We feel very good about applications with 8 deficiencies or fewer, we’re vaguely approving of those with 9 to 15.  Once you start approaching 20, we don’t smile as much when we hear your name.   Please be very mindful of the fact that you guys do outnumber us by a good bit and the longer we have to spend on your application, the longer it takes us to get it to underwriting and the longer it takes to get awards made.  We look to you to send in a good, clean application so that the rest of our process can flow.  Most of you do a wonderful job and we do appreciate that.  The quality of applications has improved over the years and we want to see that continue.   



Real Estate Analysis 
• Brent Stewart – Division Director – 512-475-2973 
• Tom Cavanagh – REA Manager – 512-475-0322 

 
Our Unmatched Underwriters 
• David Burrell – 512-475-2319 
• Jason Cofield – 512-475-4573 
• Gregg Kazak – 512-475-2050 
• Duc Nguyen  512-475-2691 
• Jeanna Rolsing – 512-936-7820 
• Diamond Thompson – 512-475-3915 
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Moving on to Real Estate Analysis, they’ve grown a little bit.  They’re a very strong team and many here can attest to them being very good at what they do.  If you don’t know about them, and I said this last year, they will make a believer out of you.  If you need to contact any one of them, they’ll gladly assist you.  



What to Expect Today 

• We will cover: 
– 2017 Timeline 
– Submission Procedures 
– Totals, Limits and Afterward 
          ***BREAK*** 
– Completing the Apps 
– New, Changed and Gone 
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Alright, now that the introductions are over, here’s what we’re going to talk about today.Today we’re going to cover the timeline that you’ll have to meet.  We’re going to tell you this year’s submission procedures for both pre and full appWe’ll look at this year’s fundingWe’ll take a break and then we’re going to go through the application, show you what needs to go where and discuss the things that are new, changed and gone. And we’re going to start with this year’s timeline.



2017 Timeline - §11.2 
• 1/05/2017 - Application Acceptance Period Opens 
• 1/09/2017 – Pre-Apps & Waiver Requests Due 
• 2/17/2017 – Application for FTP Access if no pre-app 
• 3/01/2017 – Full Apps Due (incl’g 3rd Party Reports and §11.3 Resolutions) 
• 4/01/2017 – Market Study Due 
• Mid-May – Final Scoring Notices Issued for MOST competitive Apps 
• 6/01/2017 – Third Party Requests for Administrative Deficiencies  
• 6/23/2017 – Public Comment to be included in the Board  
• June – List of Eligible Apps published 
• July – Final Awards 
• Mid-August – Commitments Issued 
• 11/1/2017 – Carryover 
• 6/30/2018 – 10% Test 
• 12/31/2019 – Placement in Service Deadline 
• 5 business days – Administrative Deficiency Clearance date 
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The new timeline is found in its old place, subsection 11.2 of the QAP.  Please review the actual list, as what you see here is a modified version.  There is more detail in the actual subsection so do take a look and be sure that you are prepared to meet these deadlines.  You will see in the rule that any non-statutory deadlines carry the possibility of up to a 5-day extension but that isn’t something that any of you should think of as a plus. The review and underwriting processes positively thrive on timeliness and they do not benefit from sloppy work.  So if you’re relishing the thought of requesting extensions, don’t.  Focus on meeting the deadlines AS PRESCRIBED.  As you see,The Application Acceptance Period opens January 5th and Pre-Apps are due by January 9th.  The Application Acceptance Period is a date that several things count from but it’s not a date that we’re looking to receive anything from you.  Judging whether your old ESA is too old, you’d count from this date.  Things like that. I want to highlight the Third Party Deficiency there, about halfway down.  Last year June 1 was a tentative cutoff date, now it’s a firm cutoff date.  The timeline in the rule calls it a “deadline” now.  Nothing tentative about it any more.  There are a few more enhancements to this rule and we’ll cover them later but for this portion, make note of the new concrete quality of the June 1st deadline.Along that same line, you’ll see that there is now a firm due date for getting your electronic filing agreements in.  It was tentative last year, this year it’s real.  February 17th is your due date if you’re not doing a pre-app.  If you ARE doing a pre-app, and most of you are, your pre-app includes your filing agreement.  We’ll cover that in a minute too.Public Comment has also had a bit of an enhancement.  There is now a date by which public comment must be received in order for it to be presented to the board for consideration.  That date is June 23rd.  Any comment that comes in after that date may not be included in the information that the board receives from us.  We are going to make that clear to the public in the public hearings and online that only comments received by this cutoff will definitely make it to the board.  After that, if it comes in we’ll take it, but the board may not see it.And at the bottom there, you still have 5 days to clear Administrative  Deficiencies.  We encourage everyone to turn your response in at the latest, by day 4.  Day 3 is even better but we know everybody can’t do that.  However, even day 4 will give us time to look everything over and YOU time for a do-over if something doesn’t clear the first time.  All the BEST Applicants do this you know.  Don’t you want to be fashionable too for 2017?  Seriously, though, 5 days is plenty of time for a handful of deficiencies but 5 days is pushing it for 20 or more.  Remember, we have to be able to review all of them and clear them so the fewer you have, the less of an issue that deadline becomes. Therefore your goal should be as few mistakes as possible.  Now, for the new “Incorrect FEE” deficiency, that deadline is 3 days but for all the rest, it’s 5.The rest of the list is as it was.  Your full apps and 3rd party reports and resolutions are still due together and that date is again March 1st.  Your full market study is still due April 1st but remember your Primary Market Area Map has to come in with the full application.  That part of your market study has to be ready and turned in March 1.  QCP documentation must also be in March 1st and all of your de-concentration resolutions as well.  That’s your 2x/capita, 20% census tracts, one-mile 3 yr and two-mile same year.  Any violations of these rules will need resolutions.  Same as always.



No dawdling now… 

Forget about the last minute. 
Give yourself a day for a do-over! 

You’ll be glad you did! 
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Of course we want to remind you that on the full application deadline, many of you will be attempting uploads throughout the day.  This is good.  For those of you who intend to wait until 4:30, you’re taking your chances there.  You are advised to avoid the traffic jam and give yourself time for your full upload.  There’s no prize for being the last in, I think some people believe that.  Seriously, I do.  Please, give yourself time for something to go wrong.  I think the highest number of submissions were made between one and two days before the actual deadline last year and that’s still a good practice.  Catastrophes with your computer crashing or software incompatibility or MAC vs PC issues won’t change this deadline so give yourself a day for a do-over, just in case you need it.  And check your uploads for accuracy.



Submission Procedures 

Pre and Full Applications 
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Now, we’re going to touch on how to get your applications in for dismemberment…I mean “Review”.



Application Submission 

We’re Electronic…Again! 
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Now this is going to be true of both pre and full app submissions.  We are in fact electronic again so that means you will have no physical items to submit for your pre and full apps except, checks.  Your application documents and all attachments and exhibits will be submitted via the internet and we’re going to go over both submissions in a bit of detail in just a second.  For now, though, we’re going to talk about the checks.  Checks can be overnighted, sent by regular mail or walked in.  However your check arrives, be sure to include the application number or the development name. Make sure you put the correct stuff in the package before you send it out the door. Overnights were used a lot last year to get checks in.  If you overnight this time, remember, please do not call or email us expecting confirmation of receipt.  We’re not able to make any time for that so use your carrier’s tracking to confirm that your package made it to us.  We will process a receipt for you once we reconcile everything but until you receive that, you will need to rely upon your tracking as confirmation that your package arrived.  We won’t be able to reconcile checks to apps instantly but we will issue receipts as soon as we can get them done.  And please, if you get one receipt emailed to you, don’t email back asking about your other ones.  If you get one, then you know we’re working on others and we will send the rest in due course. We know this is an anxious time and we do not want to add to that. Please remember that YOUR application is priority for you, ALL OF THEM are priority for us.  If you want the reassurance that comes from having a receipt, please plan to deliver your check in person to us on or before March 1st.  We’ll be waiting for you.



Don’t let this be YOU 

Beat the Crowd 4 A Faster Upload 
If it’s busy, it takes longer. 
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Now, I like to emphasize this point because if you mess this up, your application doesn’t exist to us. So it’s going to be very important that you don’t take a chance with getting in under the gun.  That’s just not a good way to go and if something goes wrong, a ton of your work will go down the drain.  It would behoove you to err on the side of caution and begin your submission or your upload in the morning to early afternoon or the day before the deadline.  If you wait to start at 4:30 pm, keep in mind that you may not be the only one and the space to get  your data in will have to be shared by everyone who made that decision. Last year, an applicant started uploads on two different computers at the same time, one of them was completed by 5:00, the other was not. Start early if at all possible. 



2017 Pre-App - §11.8 
Due 1/09/2017 by 5:00 p.m. 

Austin Local Time  
Fees:  $10 / unit 

10% discount for nonprofits 
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Submission procedure for pre-app is what we’ll cover next,  Remember the due date, January 9th by 5pm.You will send a check that accounts for the full amount of your fees, that being $10 per door. If the application includes a nonprofit, provide your documentation of nonprofit status and go ahead and take 10% off. And we’re sticking with last year’s submission method.



  

• Completely online 
• Type in some fields, dropdown boxes for others 
• New fields will appear for data requiring multiple 

entries. 
• Upload evidence items 
• Application number will be assigned 
• Changes possible until the official 5pm deadline 
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JotForm has served the tax credit program well so far and we’re going to use it again for 2017.  JotForm is third-party document sharing program.  TDHCA did not create it but we are so glad that it’s out there because it saves YOU paper and CDs and US headaches.  It’s completely online, easy, you’re basically just filling in or selecting fields, it’s intuitive and checking your uploads is as easy as clicking a link.  We’re going to go through the steps for you but I think those in the room who have used this before can attest to the simplicity of the program.  Again, that doesn’t mean that you can wait until the last minute to try and enter all 5 of your pre-apps, make a host of mistakes because you’re rushing and then blame the software for it.  What it means is JotForm  won’t present an obstacle to your ability to submit your pre-apps and to confirm for yourself that you submitted everything correctly.  “Easy” doesn’t translate into “only takes 2 minutes.” Making your entries won’t be hard but it will take time so don’t set yourself up here, give yourself time to get your pre-apps in cleanly, completely and with the correct documents attached to the correct file.  As for our bullets up there, JotForm is completely online and is really easy to use. The simplicity of the layout should put any new ones among you at ease and you will get to see some of it in a second.Some items you will type in, some items you’ll select from dropdown boxes. For things where several entries are expected, like Elected Officials, when you begin typing the first entry, a new box will appear for your second entry and your third until you finish listing all of your entries.  You will also upload some information, that being site control documentation, a census tract map, and this year you should include a disclosure of any undesirable neighborhood characteristics related to crime and schools.  Remember to attach those.  When you initiate your pre-app, you’ll get a confirmation email with your assigned app number on it.  This  will also  contain a link that will allow you to go back and edit your submission.  And you can make changes until the 5pm deadline.  After that, the form will lock so hit “enter” for any changes BEFORE the 5pm deadline.   That’s your overview.  We’re going to go into a little bit of detail next.



http://www.tdhca.state.tx.us/multifamily/apply-for-funds.htm 
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You will get to the pre-app via a link on the Apply for Funds page.  Click on that and this page will open right up for you.  This is where you will initiate your pre-app.  If you are the person responsible for communicating with the Department as it relates to the pre-application, then your email address is the one that goes here.  You will enter the development’s name and hit the button at the bottom.  Once you do that, you’ll get your confirmation email that will include your Pre-application number and a link that will take you into the pre-app where you’ll see....



http://www.tdhca.state.tx.us/multifamily/apply-for-funds.htm 
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…this.  You will enter the number assigned when you initiated your pre-app.  That number will follow your deal from pre-app to award and beyond.  You will also receive a confirmation email at the email address you gave the software.  That email will contain a link that you can use to go back into your pre-app if you’d like to make a change, correct a mistake, upload more documents, etc.  Some of you will complete submissions in one sitting, some of you will start and stop.   Whichever method you use, the program won’t get in your way.  Until 5pm on the deadline, you can go back into your pre-app at any time and as many times as you like, to make changes or additions.  At 5pm on the deadline, that’s all she wrote…or rather that’s all YOU’LL get to write. 



Do Not Use All Caps 
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We’re now going to show you some screenshots from JotForm and let you see what you’ll see on the screens as you’re going through it.  The form is very easy but in the midst of that, we do have one requirement.  Down there on the left it says DO NOT USE ALL CAPS.  Why do we say that.Some of you know that we take the data from JotForm and download it directly into a database to create things like the submission logs, which you all want immediately after all the pre-apps are in.  Well, if you use all caps, we have to go through and make manual changes, which slows down the release of the log. You might think it makes things easier or faster, and maybe it will for the moment, but it won’t in the long run.  



Super Simple Layout 
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As for the form itself, the layout is very plain, some would say boring but it won’t put you to sleep.  Remember you will type in some items, like your contacts, your elected officials names, physical and email addresses.  Dropdowns are provided for other things, like your development type, target population, urban or rural designation.  The things where the choices are known, you’ll get dropdowns or checkboxes and simply have to select.  For the rest, you’ll enter the info yourself.  You really can’t get much simpler.



Smart Blanks 
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Some of these are smart blanks as well so they do things like add up your totals units and calculate your Self Score and your Pre-App fee for you.  It won’t allow you to skip required blanks and in the case of the census tract, it won’t let you put in the wrong number of digits.  It won’t catch a wrong digit, but it will prompt you if you’re a digit short.If you have or haven’t already submitted your check, this page will allow you to tell us that.  We’re going to match checks to pre-apps once the deadline passes. If you’re turning in your pre-app and haven’t dropped your check yet, select “No” here and you’ll get a reminder about turning your fees in on time and in full.  If you select “Yes”, the software will present a box to you for the check number. And while we’re on the subject of fees, remember that 3-day deadline I mentioned earlier?  That was one of the 2017 enhancements so I’ll show that to you now, since fees have come into the conversation.  Enhancements is the word for the day.



 
Incorrect Fees - §10.201(1)(A)  
 

(A) An Applicant requesting funding from the 
Department must submit an Application in order to 
be considered for an award. An Application must be 
complete (including all required exhibits and 
supporting materials) and submitted by the required 
program deadline. If an Application, including the 
corresponding Application fee as described in 
§10.901 of this chapter, is not submitted to the 
Department on or before the applicable deadline, 
the Applicant will be deemed not to have made an 
Application; provided, however, that errors in the 
calculation of applicable fees may be cured via an 
Administrative Deficiency. The deficiency period for 
curing fee errors will be three business days and may 
not be extended. Failure to cure such an error timely 
will be grounds for termination. 
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In subsection 10.201(1)(A), the General Requirements received an enhancement with respect to fees that are calculated incorrectly.  If, for some reason, you don’t calculate your $10, $20 or $30 dollars per door correctly, you will now receive a deficiency to allow you to submit the correct amount.  You will only have 3 business days to make this particular correction and if you fail to meet that deadline, your application will be terminated at that point.  It is advised that you calculate your fees and pay them based on individual applications.  Don’t try to pay more than one fee using only one check.  Keep them separate, so as to not confuse yourself when trying to calculate how much your check should be.  Also, if you have a non-profit GP and you are going to claim the non-profit discount, your backup for that has to come in with your check so that we know to account for that deduction.  Don’t forget that because you’ll get a deficiency if we don’t know you have taken that discount.  Most everybody does this right so I don’t anticipate this being a problem.



§10.901 2017 Fees 
3(A) 
• $10/Unit – Pre-App fee 
• $20/Unit – HTC Full App w/Successful Pre-App 
• $30/Unit – HTC Full App w/o successful Pre-App 
10% discount available for CHDO/Nonprofit-controlled owners. 
3(B) 
• $1,000 – Direct Loan Application 
100% discount for private nonprofit if layering with tax credits and submitted at 
 the same time.  Must offer expanded services and for Applicants who have an 
existing HTC allocation or HOME contract but who have not begun construction. 
7 
•  $500 – Third Party Deficiency Request Fee 

 
Review 10.901 for all fees required by TDHCA for various items. 
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Now we’ve already covered pre and full app fees but this is the section of the Multifamily Rules where you’ll find the details of what we’ve covered.  Since we’re now talking about full app, I’m going to throw in the Direct Loan fees, which may be relevant to some of you.  Under 10.901, number 3(b) covers the Direct Loan fees.  So if you’re applying for HOME or any other Direct Loan funding, this is your section.  The fee for these funds is $1000 per application.  If you are what we call Direct Loan Only and you’re not a non-profit, this is your fee.  If you’re layering with tax credits and turning in your Direct Loan application WITH your tax credit one, there is no separate Direct Loan fee for you.  The rule has been enhanced to say that the Direct Loan fee is $1000 “except for those that are layered with housing tax credits and submitted simultaneously with the tax credit app.”   If you’re a private nonprofit offering expanded services on the development site, you can apply for Direct Loan for free as well.  If you’re going to claim eligibility for the fee waiver, then your application must include proof of your tax exempt status and a description of the services that you will provide.  Those would include child care, job training, health services, nutrition programs, etc.  Under 10.901 number 7, the Third-Party Deficiency fee is still $500 per Application.  If you are questioning three Applications, that’s $1500.  If only questioning one, it’s $500.  This rule was enhanced to clarify that in your request, you must submit new information that was not included in the Application that you’re questioning.  If the information is already there, then we’ve seen it and it was fine.  If you have information that has not yet been disclosed to us, then go ahead and submit the request. We will look at new information and then decide if we need to address an item differently because of it.  Only if you have new information for us, should you submit a 3rd party deficiency request.10.901 number 4, which is NOT up there, discusses potential for refunds of fees.  Application fees, except Direct Loan, are refundable on a prorated basis, depending upon how much we’ve done with it. Refunds must be requested in writing and the balance of remaining fees will be returned based on 10.901(4).  If it gets as far as being reviewed, the fee is 80% gone and if it has reached underwriting, which may or may not be sequential, then that’s the remaining 20%.  As long as we haven’t reviewed it before you withdraw, you can potentially get 50% of your fees back, but if we’ve picked it up, that’s 80% gone. So if you do decide to withdraw, keep in mind that you won’t get all of your money back in any case but you could get half, depending. This only applies to Application fees.  Third-Party Deficiency fees will not be refunded, regardless of the outcome of your request.  There are other fees that you’ll need to pay once you’re awarded and all of those are described in 10.901 as well so be sure to read that for yourself.  We won’t cover them but they are Commitment, Carryover Extension, Building Inspection, Amendment, Compliance and many others.  Refer to 10.901 for details on each of them.   



Back to Smart Blanks… 
New blanks will appear when you need them. 
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Okay, back to features of the form. The intuitive nature of the form is that certain blanks for some items will appear when you need them.  This is a great feature because it saves space.  When you get to your census tracts, there are five total blanks available.  For elected officials, there are 25 but you’ll only see one to begin with.  When you enter your first tract number or official, a second box appears, in case you need it.  If you don’t, just move on to the next section and the extra blank may disappear and you can move on.  You’ll see this feature in a few places and you get used to it pretty quickly.  This particular view is part of the “Notifications” section and you’ll see a couple of smart boxes at the top.  Those keep appearing for you.  Once you type in your first letter, a new empty box will appear for you and as you can see, number 14 is there waiting for your next official.  If you need more than 25 spaces, just let us know.Under Neighborhood Organizations, you see a question, “Are there Neighborhood Organizations”.  If you say no, nothing basically happens and you move on.  If you answer yes, you’ll get more things to fill in.  You get name and address boxes and when you start typing into the first set, another set will pop up with “Neighborhood Organization 2, 3, 4, etc.” above them.  So the program doesn’t waste space.  It will give you the boxes, anticipating more entries and if you don’t need them, it doesn’t waste room on them.  That’s my favorite feature with this tool, I think.  It’s very big on efficiency and that’s just respectful in my mind.  



Adds Up the Self Score for You. 
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As I mentioned earlier with the fees, the program will do some of your adding for you.  For the self score, all you have to do is select the number of points from the dropdowns provided and when you’re done, your score will be there for you, at the bottom of the page.  Each of the items has a dropdown and I’ve opened one for you to see there at the bottom.  You’ll notice that “zero” is a selection.  If there are points that you’re not going to take, leaving the space blank isn’t an option.  You have to have an entry anywhere there’s a red star, so zeros have been provided so that you can make an affirmative selection of “no points” wherever you need to.  Each section is scored, and you’ll see totals appearing as you go along.  You can see the “High Quality Housing” total there. The grand total will appear at the very bottom (it’s on the right up above for illustration). 



The last page before submitting. 
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The next page you’ll come to, after the self score, is the Attachments and Certifications page.  This is where your uploads will go.  And this is part of what you’ll see.  First, before you upload anything, there at the very top of the form we tell you that by submitting this pre-app, you’re signing your filing agreement.  All of the information that we’ll need to set up your Serv-U account is contained in the pre-app so we’re going to use that rather than having a separate form.  That’s why you’ll want to make sure that the person who is responsible for communicating with us is given as the primary contact in the beginning of the pre-app.  Once we have your pre-app, we’ll set up your Serv-U accounts, ready for you to upload your full applications when it’s time.  Of course if you’re not going to turn in a pre-app, then you WILL need to complete a separate filing agreement and turn it in by February 17th.  That due date is official now because it’s on the timeline that I showed you earlier.  So remember, February 17th if you’re not doing a pre-app.  That way your Serv-U account will be ready too.Continuing on this page, you’ll see buttons to help you upload your site control documentation and your census tract map. When you’ve done that successfully, your document will appear as a link below the upload button.  You see those blue links there.  The site control and census tract map are required of everyone but some of you will also upload waiver requests and Undesirable Neighborhood Characteristics disclosures as well, if you have a violent crime or a school issue to report.  You will disclose any other Undesirable Neighborhood Characteristics after pre-app.  There’s an “Other” spot, below the two you can see on the screen, where you can upload waiver requests and Neighborhood disclosures.  Upload as many pages as you need to.  There is capability to upload several documents so you’ll have a chance to send whatever you need to. At the bottom of this page, I don’t have a shot of it but you’re encouraged to test your uploads before submitting, and it tells you how to do it.  Be sure your uploads will open because you don’t get to resubmit those items.  If they don’t open when you test them, delete and re-upload them.  Make sure they work for you before you submit. Or…
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Test – your - uploads.  Give yourself time to enter everything, do not wait until the last minute.  Check each of your uploads, make sure they open and go to bed on time, having done this part right.



Watch the 2015 Webinar for a Super 
Tutorial on the JotForm Pre-app! 
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We still recommend that any brand new ones among you out there, take advantage of the webinar that was put together in 2015 to introduce JotForm.  This tutorial is based on a different application year but the same software.  Take some time and watch this because it shows you the software in action and you’ll have a better idea of what to expect once you start using it yourself.  It’s really good.Credit where it’s due, Kathryn Saar created this tutorial and we still recommend it, even though we’ve made little changes to some questions or screens.  By all means take advantage of it.  You will find it among the pre-application documents and that red link is what you’re looking for.  It stays the same whenever we move it.



Questions about Pre-Apps?? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright, do we have any questions about pre-applications, timelines, anything we’ve covered so far?  There is a procedures manual for making application with us that will give you step by step instructions so that’s another resource for you as well.



2017 Full App - §11.9 
Due 3/01/2017 by 5:00 p.m. 

Austin Local Time  
Fee:  $20 / Unit with Pre-App or 

$30 / Unit without one  
10% discount for nonprofits 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now we move on to the full application and how its submission should be handled.  The full application is due March 1, 2017 by 5pm and the fees are still $20 per unit with an accepted pre-app and $30 per unit without.  If you’re applying and have a non-profit GP, you do get 10% off with proof of tax exempt status.



Submit the Full App Using Serv-U 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Serv-U, the electronic account that we set up for you right after pre-app, is where you will upload the full application.  That means that you won’t have to bring anything in for full-app, just the check.  What we said about checks holds true for full app as well as pre-app, and that is that your tracking will be your confirmation of receipt until we get your receipt back to you.  And what we said about making the submission itself holds true as well…



We’re going to say this again… 

Don’t MEET the deadline, BEAT the deadline. 
***   

Beat the crowd for a FASTER UPLOAD 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now I don’t like this slide nearly as much as you think I do but I feel that I have to hammer this point home because of the things that we see from year to year.  I’m not going to stand here and tell you that there are no such things as technical difficulties, glitches or software incompatibilities but they don’t happen nearly as much as some people apparently believe and certainly not enough to be an excuse for anyone’s failed submission.  When we get 200 submissions and 199 are fine, that one outlier is just that, an outlier.  Once I.T. researches what actually happened, it emerges that the fault lies with  the source of the submission and not its destination.  The simple way to avoid these kinds of troubles is to do what we’ve advised and start your upload well in advance of the deadline and to check and recheck your submissions to make sure they’re accurate.Get the people that you’re collecting documents from to agree to a deadline that helps you.  I hear frequently that consultants have to wait for documents, well, don’t let them push you to the last minute.  You know these deadlines and you know they’re real.  Your clients may not take that as seriously as they should but you have to help them with that. Things have evolved. It’s no longer a matter of getting just inside the door by 5:00pm, it’s now a matter of getting everything into the server by then.  Electronic submission is hugely convenient but it comes with the responsibility of managing your time.  It’s convenient, not instant and the brick wall lives at 5:00.  The moral of the story is, take this convenience and enjoy it.  We know you love not having to make that trip to Austin, braving traffic and weather, finding parking, checking into the building and all that.  But also remember that this convenience still has deadlines and the easier submission is, the more the deadline means.  Waiting for the last minute, whatever the reason, is a problem waiting to happen.  Don’t do it.  The overwhelming majority of you do this right and we appreciate it.  Don’t play around with this deadline.  Give yourself time to get this done.



Once you set up your Serv-U account, 
TEST!!!!! 
Testing your account to see 
how it behaves will be time 
well spent.   
 
Try to upload a comparably 
sized document as soon as 
your ServU account is up and 
running.   
 
If you have problems during 
your test, report them to us.  If 
it goes smoothly, you’re good 
to go!   
 
And never forget,  

Crowd  = Crash 
Submit early if you can 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another piece of advice, along this line.  When you get your ServU account and you establish your username and password, do a test run to see whether you can upload a heavy document and what happens with your system when you do.  Name it “TestOnly” or something, so that we’ll know it’s not the real thing.  Once you upload something into your folder, it stays there.  We don’t delete from these files.  Anyway, a practice run is a chance for you to ferret out any twitchy things that you should know about and prepare for.  Do this.  It will help alert you to how your system will potentially handle the real thing.Try a document that’s sized comparably to your application and see what happens.  If you encounter a problem, let us know.  If you don’t, you can expect a comparable result with your REAL upload…as long as you don’t wait until the last minute. ServU is available 24 hours a day and has no size limit.  If you have 1000 pages and it’s ready to upload at 2:58am, DO IT!!  You’ll probably be the only one trying at that time and that works well for you.  Remember that you don’t want to be caught up in a crowd if you can help it so the earlier you begin your upload, usually, the better.  



What Comes In with the Full App 

An Excel and a PDF Version 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we’re going to remind you quickly of a few things.As we said, submissions are still electronic and remember that you will need to upload both a PDF and an Excel copy of your full application into your Serv-U folder.   These two versions should not be different one from another, except the Excel won’t have inserts like the PDF will.  Bookmarks, documentation exhibits, things like that, will be added to the PDF version.  The data in the Excel will be used by our database administrator and by REA.  It goes directly into spreadsheets for active use, therefore your Excel should match your PDF so that the same information is used no matter which version we’re drawing from.  The PDF is the official version so it’s the controlling document in the event of a discrepancy.  Don’t go tweaking the Excel unless you re-convert it into a matching PDF.   We’re going to talk about turning your Excel into a PDF shortly but the two should match.



Excel and PDF Versions are Still 
Required 
• There are still extra pages hidden within the Excel 

document in case you need them. 
 

• Once you PDF your document, if there are extra, 
superfluous pages, DELETE THEM. 
 
There are several extra pages at the end 
of the application this year,  
DON’T DELETE THEM  
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll be going through the Full app after the break but going in we want to mention that there are still hidden blanks and pages in the full app that are there in case you have a need for themANDJust something that we see often, if, once you pdf your document, you find that you have extra pages that don’t serve a purpose; there’s the tail end of a table that created an extra page, for example, delete that page from the pdf, once you convert.  Just highlight it in the thumbnails and hit “delete”.  That will save unnecessary pages in your upload.New this year, there have been pages added to the end of the Excel version and that was by us.The extra pages at the end of the Excel workbook will be placeholders for Administrative Deficiencies, Scoring Notices and other information that we’ll insert into the Application during our review.  The placeholders will create consistency so everyone will know where to look. 



If you notice a broken formula… 

Sharon Gamble  
512-475-7834 

…get the details to our in-house Excel hero! 

Presenter
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We didn’t have to do as much moving of cells this year but formulas break for different reasons so if, as you’re testing your scenarios out in the application form itself, you notice that a formula isn’t working or cells that should be related aren’t syncing, give Sharon Gamble a call and let her know so we can get that fixed.  



PDF – Convert, don’t scan.   

• Convert, don’t scan. 
• Follow conversion instructions in the 2016 

Procedures Manual. 
 

 

Presenter
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When it comes to your pdf version of the full application, here are a few things we’d like you to keep in mind:Convert, don’t scan. Scanning produces a far inferior image and maps and small fonts are impossible to read.  Also, scanned documents are not searchable, and your application MUST be searchable. The procedures manual includes step by step instructions  for converting your Excel application to pdf format. We do issue deficiencies for things being illegible; if it’s bad enough we may terminate the application because it’s incomplete.



Bookmarks are NOT Optional and… 

Applications HAVE been terminated for omitting them. 

Presenter
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This instruction ranks up there with making sure your uploads open.  You MUST bookmark your application.  It is not an option.  You will NOT receive a deficiency for it.  We will NOT bookmark it for you.  We will end up not even reviewing it.   If your application arrives with no bookmarks, we will NOT let you know because WE won’t know until AFTER the deadline and by then it cannot be fixed.  Once we see it, we will let our bosses know and you will receive a termination notice.  A little related history for some of you.  With walk-in submission, we checked your CDs on site and checked that you had bookmarks and that they worked.  With pressboard folders, we looked for your dividers.  With electronic submission, we won’t look at these at all until after the deadline so there will be no chance to correct this.  Remember that “convenience vs responsibility” thing?  Hugely important here.  It’s YOUR responsibility to have your applications put together correctly.  We are not responsible making sure you have time to correct this.  Every bit of that responsibility is on YOU.Bookmarks are NOT optional.   With 300+ page applications, they are a necessity.  We have had people send in apps without them and then LOSE on appeal.  Don’t let something that basic eliminate your application.  Include bookmarks and name them efficiently.  That means try to keep the name to one line if you can.  Even if you can’t, put them in no matter what.  I have a suggested method that I’ll show you when we switch to the Application presentation so look forward to that.  It’s really simple too.



Insert your evidence. 
•Acrobat will 
allow you to drag 
and drop pages 
into the PDF. 
 

•Don’t just put 
them anywhere, 
use the “marker 
pages” provided. 
 

•Missing 
documentation 
causes 
deficiencies. 
 

•Deficiencies are 
often avoidable. 

Presenter
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Once you have successfully converted your Excel document into PDF format, remember to insert your support documents.  Items like purchase contracts, financing commitments, utility allowance schedules, any hand-signed documents, TEA School Evaluations, maps and resolutions, will have to be added behind the correct tabs.  Make sure any of those that had to be scanned are legible.  If you can get electronic copies, that’s even better but if you have no alternative to scanning, just make sure your scanner creates a clear image.  Don’t waste our review time with blurry, illegible documents.  That’s a deficiency we should NEVER have to write.Insert your evidence where it belongs.  The Application provides little markers throughout for your evidence.  You’ll see those later as well but they’re red boxes with paperclips in them and they’re usually accompanied by a list of what’s expected behind the page.  Those prompts are a part of the Application and tell you where evidence should go.  You’ll get to see those. But for now, remember that AFTER conversion, you’ve still got more heavy lifting to do and that’s inserting your documentation and putting it into the right places.



One IMPORTANT thing about Evidence 

11.9 Competitive HTC Selection Criteria. 
 
(a) General Information. “… Due to the highly competitive 

nature of the program, 

 However, Department staff may provide the 
Applicant an opportunity to  how they believe 
the Application, as submitted, meets the requirements 
for points or otherwise satisfies the requirements.” 

Presenter
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One other thing about evidence.  When you start talking about points, here’s something that lots of people forget.  This is and HAS been part of 11.9, Selection Criteria for a while now.  For those of you who either inadvertently or by design fail to provide required supporting documentation for point items, you are NOT entitled to an administrative deficiency to  supplement the application in order to qualify for those points.  You lose those points UNLESS what you have ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED qualifies you for them.  This is NOT NEW but people have become so used to using deficiencies to add things, that I feel the need to highlight this.  YOU WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR APPLICATION FOR POINTS.Administrative deficiencies are for inadvertent, minor omissions or clarifications.  They do not apply to every mistake. They are not intended to buy time for you to gather additional information and then supplement an application.  And before you say, “I think you’re overreacting, Elizabeth,” please understand that the phrase, “Oh, we can wait on the deficiency for this” has been used in my hearing.  Yes.  So I know, not because I’ve been told but because I’ve heard it said, that deficiencies are used to buy time for items that YOU already know are absent.  I need for anyone here who is new and anyone here who has gotten comfortable with the idea of deficiencies as sources of extra time, to remove that thinking from your minds. You don’t get more time to earn points.  If you fail to send support for your point items, do not look for a second chance claiming that it’s just a little thing, no matter how de minimis you think the omission is.  The rule is clear.  If you don’t send anything to justify your point request, you don’t get to fix it.  All you can do is explain how what we currently have meets the requirements for points.  If it doesn’t, you lose those points.  If it’s not there or if what IS there doesn’t qualify you, those points are gone.  We will issue you a scoring notice and you will be allowed to appeal the decision.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be my new favorite slide this year I think.  Yes.  You don’t want ANY of your points to do THIS because you left out evidence or because you didn’t include the right items.  The Texas tax credit process is not a cakewalk.  This room is FULL of people who know that.  There is too much on the line and too many people coming for these credits.  This is a competition and your competitors are watching us AND you.  So for goodness sake ensure that your evidence gets placed into your application and that what you submit meets the rules.  Those in line behind you are going to want to make sure you deserve to be in front of them.  My team and I, WE do OUR best NOT to make any difference in that one way or the other.  We are here to evaluate, not influence.  So if your information is missing, we’re going to proceed according to the rule and give you a chance to explain how what you did include, meets the requirements.  That’s what we are called upon to do and that’s what we’re going to be found doing.



Upload Using FTP by the Deadline 

• You’ll get your account soon after pre-app. 
• Remember if no pre-app, Feb. 17 for the form. 
• Set up your username and password. 
• Begin your upload IN ADVANCE of the deadline. 
• Have your fees delivered to our door on or before 

the deadline. 
• Don’t call or email, asking for confirmations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you’re finished putting your full application together, you will upload it into your Serv-U folder.  Deficiency responses will also be delivered to us in this way but first, you have to get your Serv-U upload in successfully. If you want to use this folder for post-application activities like turning in Ownership Transfers or Amendment Requests, you can use it for as long as it’s active.  Since we’re collecting the information needed for the accounts at pre-app, you’ll receive your setup instructions soon after the pre-app process closes on our side.  Those of you who won’t do a pre-app, remember, February 17th is your deadline to get your filing agreement in.  Without that, we will not know to set up a Serv-U account for you and you won’t have a way to get your full app in.  You may NOT use CDs as back up.  Uploading is the only option.  And do remember that fees will need to be delivered to our door by 5:00 p.m. Austin local time on the 3/1 due date in order for your successful upload to count.  If no check is received, you have not applied.  Again, we will not confirm receipt for you by phone or email because we can’t.  You will need to have your package tracked. Your tracking can tell you that your package arrived and was signed for and by whom.  Use it. When checks are mailed or over-nighted, our financial services division gets the check before we do. We won’t know that it arrived until (at best) the next day.  They’ll get them to us as promptly as they can and you will receive confirmation from us when we return your receipt to you. If the check does arrive but is insufficient, you’ll now have 3 business days to fix it. 



Serv-U 

Successful Uploads Look Like This 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you have successfully uploaded your full application, your third party reports and anything else that you intend to have in by March 1st, you will see them IN the Serv-U system.  If you don’t see your files, they did not upload.  Also, you should be able to open any of the files that you uploaded.  If you can’t, the file is no good and you need to re-upload it. If they won’t open for you, they won’t open for us. Don’t wait for us to tell you that something’s broken because by the time WE look at it, it is what they call “everlasting too late.”  Check your uploads before you decide everything’s finished. You’re not done until you see your files with the date and time of their upload and until you’ve opened all of them to see that they do in fact open.  



What the Time Means and “Confirmation 2.0” 

Your folder will show your results 

Presenter
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Now, about that time.  On the previous slide, you saw the time next to the date.  That time represents when your upload FINISHED, not when you started it.  So if it says 5:01 pm on March 1, 2017, what does that mean?  It means your submission arrived AFTER the deadline.  So this goes back to the point about getting too close to the deadline to  begin your upload.  Explaining that you started before 5pm won’t matter.  Think about it this way.  Do any of you remember the Red Pressboard Folder days?  Some of you are thinking, “What’s that” but once upon a time, applications were presented to us in red pressboard folders with brads and dividers.  Yeah, old-old school.  Anyway, what happened if you got Vols 1 and 2 inside the building by 5:00 pm with Vols 3 and 4 on their way, what did you have?  Nothing.   If your upload finishes at 5:01, you have the same thing…nothing.  Electronic submission is a lot more convenient but it comes with big responsibility and time is a huge factor for all of you, with respect to that.Another thing about uploading and this pertains to deficiency responses. Deficiency responses are to arrive in one PDF.  If you have 15 items, we want all 15 of them in one PDF.  Not 15, for goodness sake…ONE. You saw that each PDF that was uploaded was listed separately, with it’s own date and time.  You have a 5-day deadline to get deficiencies cleared and I need some of you to understand what we do with your responses once we get them. When we pull your deficiency responses from Serv-U, we copy them to our Deficiency Response folder away from Serv-U.  We add a header with the date and time to document when they were received, leaving the originals as they arrived.  Copying, time stamping and reviewing 15 different pdf’s takes a lot more time, and time is very important when you’re talking about deficiencies. Send us ONE pdf so that we only have to mark ONE file, NOT 15.  Now if you have 13 of your 15 items ready to go and want to get those in, we’ll work with you on having more than one submission but do not upload one document at a time.  Finally, there is a Serv-U manual that each of you will receive a link to when you accounts are set up.  This manual will provide you with step by step instructions on what to do and what you should see once you do it.  Please review this manual.  The prior two screens came directly from it and it will help you to successfully use Serv-U.  So that your app doesn’t…



Presenter
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Do this…Okay.



Does anybody feel like this? 

If so, we will entertain questions. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The puppies are back and want to know if there any questions about what we’ve covered so far?  Anything about pre-app, full app, fees, submissions, anything?  I love the puppies…



2017 Credit Ceiling 
2017 Total Credit for Texas 
This year’s distribution by 

Set-Aside and Region 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, so that’s pre and full app submission, now let’s look at money, money, money!!!



The Pot – How High is the 2017 Ceiling? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2017 Credit Ceiling is (currently) $65,178,072, and it is divided up thusly:



Ceiling Distribution 

• Nonprofit Set-Aside – $6,517,807 
• At Risk – $9,776,710 
• USDA – $3,258,903 
• Rural – $8,583,143 
• Urban – $46,818,218 
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Nonprofit will have $6,517,807 this year and remember, those of you who will have nonprofits in your structure, if we need you in order to meet this set-aside, we will try and pull you in.  It is crucial that we allocate the nonprofit funds.  You can elect not to be pulled in but it could mean missing out on an award altogether.  At Risk will have $9,776,710 and we’re going to talk about qualifying for the set-aside when we get to that part.  Evidence for this one has always been a challenge and the nature of it just makes it that way. USDA will have $3,258,903.  Of course Rural and Urban is further divided but here are their big totals.  



Ceiling Distribution…cont’d 

Rural Regions 
• 1 $667,664   8 $523,108 
• 2 $529,910   9 $500,000 
• 3 $600,233   10 $584,884 
• 4 $1,443,379  11 $838,946 
• 5 $895,019   12 $500,000 
• 6 $500,000   13 $500,000 
• 7 $500,000 

Presenter
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Here are the rural numbers.  We’ll let these sit here so that you can write down the ones you’re interested in.  In the mean time, for any of you who are brand new, we know it looks like a lot, but it goes lightening fast.



Ceiling Distribution…cont’d 

Urban Regions 
• 1 $1,249,282  8 $1,267,822 
• 2 $500,000   9 $4,604,940 
• 3 $12,591,909  10 $1,267,822 
• 4 $1,055,301  11 $5,366,393 
• 5 $702,930   12 $850,072 
• 6 $10,853,328  13 $2,450,858 
• 7 $4,055,943 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the urban numbers.  And remember that when awards are being issued we award as many as we can fully fund, from the highest final score to the lowest, until the credits run out. 



Award Limits - §11.4 

• $3M - Credit cap per Applicant, Developer, Affiliate 
or Guarantor. 

• $1.5M – Credit cap per Development (except At-
Risk). 

• $2M – At-Risk cap per Development. 
• Elderly Limit – TBD.  Applies to counties w/>1M 

pop. 
 

• Max Request – 150% of regional total or $1.5M, 
whichever is lower. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are this year’s limits.  And if your application exceeds the maximum request amount, the $1.5 or the $2 million At-Risk cap, it will automatically be lowered to the appropriate amount.  The $3mill cap is applied at the end. If you end up with two or more deals that win but getting all of them puts you over the $3mill cap, you must withdraw one or more until your are under the cap.  If you do not, §11.4 was changed this year to give the selection of the deal that stays to the Department.The cap for Elderly developments is still in place for 2017 and is a TBD amount at this moment.  The exact amount will be released once it’s calculated and will still only affect Elderly Developments proposed in regions containing any counties with a population 1M people or more.  For those regions, there is still a cap on the available amount. 



Tie Breakers - §11.7 - will fall in this 
order… 
1. Proximity to Urban Core score. 

 
2. Higher Opportunity Index score. 

 
3. Achieved max Opportunity Index score (zero if 

app has a CRP) and would have gotten the 
higher score had the 7pt. cap not existed or 
if there was no CRP. 
 

4. Highest average school rating for elementary, 
middle and high school. 
 

5. Census tract has lowest poverty rate. 
 

6. Greatest linear distance from the nearest 
awarded HTC Development, boundary to 
boundary. 

Presenter
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Tie breakers help us with the distribution of credits.  We do know that when two applications are tied, we have to determine which application will supersede the other, first in order of review and then in order of award.  These items, taken one by one in this order, will help us do that.First for 2017, the application that gets the Urban Core score.  If you’re still tied then we look at your Opportunity Index score.  Those are pretty straightforward.  The next one gets interesting.  Before we get into tie breaker #3, let’s talk about apps with concerted revitalization plans. A CRP app would not be competing for #3, as CRP apps are not eligible for points under Opportunity Index. New this year in the award methodology (11.6(3)(C)(ii)), is the requirement that the highest scoring app in a qualified county and municipality with a qualified CRP shall be awarded.  So if the app is in one of the areas described, it will win.  If the CRP app is not in one of those areas and is tied with an app that got HOA points, the HOA app will win at #2. For non-CRP apps, say both apps got the maximum Opportunity Index score. Per the rules, #3 looks at which score would have been higher had the 7-point cap not existed. So we will consider how many additional (above the ones used to score points under Opportunity Index) HOA items apply. This is the “could’a, would’a” tie breaker. In #3, what you COULD HAVE SCORED can actually help you. In the pre-app, you will indicate your score for HOA in the scoring section, then you will show the items to be used for the tie breaker excluding the items you will use for HOA.  So if you got 2 points under A and selected 5 items under B for an additional 5 points (7 points max), in the pre-app, you will not select any of the items used to score the additional five points.  Then at full app, you will submit evidence for ALL of your selections. The requirement that the selections be binding did not make it into the rule. There is no penalty for selecting items at pre-app then not using them at full app.If you manage to be still tied after that, which could happen between two really strong locations, then we see #4. The higher average school rating among all of your assigned schools.  Honestly, I don’t think any ties will get past this one.  Somebody’s number will be higher.  But in the event that two of you prove me wrong, we have the last two.The lower poverty census tract and then which is furthest from the nearest HTC development.  Note that a development’s  awarded status still makes it count as an HTC development for purposes of that last tie breaker, even if the property’s LURA hasn’t kicked in yet.Now that’s a pretty healthy list there and it seems to keep growing but hopefully this will succeed in identifying the best development for the program, when we have to choose between two strong candidates.



Awards will fall in this order… 

A. USDA 
B. At-Risk 
C. Highest Scoring  

  (i) In Uniform State Service Regions containing a county with a 
population that exceeds 1 million, the Board may not allocate more 
than the maximum percentage of credits available for Elderly 
Developments, unless there are no other qualified Applications in 
the sub-region. 

 
 (ii) I accordance with Tex Gov’t Code, §2306.6711, in Uniform State 

Service Regions containing a county with a population that exceeds 
1.7 million, the board shall allocate competitive tax credits to the 
highest scoring development, if any, that is part of a concerted 
revitalization plan that meets the requirements of §11.9(d)(7) 
(except for (A)(ii)(III) and (B)(iv), is located in an urban sub-region 
and is within the boundaries of a municipality with a population that 
exceeds 500,000. 
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There was an enhancement with the Award Methodology this year, and we’ll discuss it here.Awards are made in the following order:A.	USDA comes First and they must receive 5% of the state’s allocation of credits.B.	At-Risk comes Second and they must receive 15%.C.	Then the highest scoring Applications in each sub-region are next. There was an enhancement here.  First, part i was already here; for regions that contain a county whose population exceeds one million, the Elderly cap may not be exceeded unless no other qualified applications exist in the sub-region. And now there’s a part ii:  In regions containing a county with a population that exceeds 1.7 million, the highest scoring concerted revitalization  application MUST receive an allocation. The Application still has to meet all the revitalization rules under 11.9(d)(7) but it doesn’t have to score the extra point under (A)(ii)(III) and 11.9(d)(7)(B)(iv), which both pertain to being eligible for  Opportunity Index threshold points.  The site also has to be in an urban sub-region, and within the boundaries of a municipality whose population exceeds 500,000.  So revitalization in a big city is going to be helpful to those who can tap into it.    



Awards will fall in this order… 

D. Rural Collapse 
E. Statewide Collapse 
F. Nonprofit 
    

Presenter
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D. Any tax credits set-aside for Rural Areas that remain will be combined into one "pool" and then be made available in any other Rural Area in the state to the Application in the most underserved Rural sub-region. This rural redistribution will continue until all of the tax credits in the "pool" are allocated to Rural Applications and at least 20 percent of the funds available to the State are allocated to Applications in Rural Areas. If more than one sub-region is underserved by the same percentage, we will break the tie thusly: (i) the sub-region with no recommended At-Risk Applications from the same Application Round; and (ii) the sub-region that was the most underserved during the Application Round during the year immediately preceding the current Application Round. E. Any credits remaining after the Rural Collapse will be combined into one "pool" and used to award the highest scoring Application (not selected in a prior step) in the most underserved sub-region.  The Elderly Limits will not be exceeded, so it is possible that a higher scoring app will be skipped if awarding it would violate the cap. This process will continue until the funds remaining are insufficient to award the next highest scoring Application in the next most underserved sub-region. If more than one sub-region is underserved by the same percentage, we will break the tie thusly: (i) the sub-region with no recommended At-Risk Applications from the same Application Round; and (ii) the sub-region that was the most underserved during the Application Round during the year immediately preceding the current Application Round.  F. Finally, if we have not awarded at least 10% of the state ceiling to Applications participating in the Nonprofit Set-Aside, the criteria described in (C) - (E) of this paragraph will be repeated for the highest scoring Application(s) under the Nonprofit Set-Aside statewide that meet the minimum requirements of the set-aside. It is possible that a higher scoring app will be skipped if that Application is not participating in the Nonprofit Set-Aside.Now when we’ve issued as much as we can using these criteria…



After the Awards 
• Waiting List – Didn’t make the big list in July but remain 

eligible. 
 

• Returns – Credits returned after Jan. 1 goes to next highest 
scorer in their original sub-region if fully fundable or will flow 
to statewide collapse and may be awarded elsewhere. 

 
• Force Majeure Returns – Can be allocated separately if all 

conditions of §11.6(A-H) are met, in the opinion of the Board.  
 

• National Pool – Added to statewide collapse and awarded to 
next fully fundable app on waiting list. 
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…there will still be a waiting list of those who are the very next in line, should any awardees fall out.  So even if you aren’t on the big list in July, it’s not over yet.  A door may still open for you so don’t let your site control expire and keep your financing partners on board.  Deals fall out anywhere from Commitment to 10% Test so things are always moving and opportunities can appear when you least expect them.Returned credits are awarded depending on the type of return.  Now there are two types of Returns.Regular Returns are any credits that an awardee is forced to return after January 1st .  Those go back first to the region or set-aside they came from for allocation.  That means if the next app in the original region can be fully funded, it will receive an award. If the returned credits won’t fully fund that app, or if there are still credits left after it does, then those flow to the statewide collapse.  Force Majeure Returns, are those caused by an unforeseen disaster that causes you to have to abandon construction and return your credits.  This is major disaster stuff that occurs after you’ve started construction.  Think catastrophe, destruction, heart-wrenching events.  Force Majeure returns are really “no other choice” returns, because due to a disastrous occurrence that they absolutely did not see coming, the owner just can’t complete their development in time.  Credits that come back to us this way can be allocated separately from the current year’s allocation, without having to follow the regular allocation rules.  If the board determines that all of 11.6(A-H) have been met the credits will be re-allocated to the Applicant.  11.6 (A-H), you’re wondering, requires what?  Well, to put it in a nutshell, it’s a list of things that serve to support the idea that the failure was something that was out of the owner’s control, that he or she acted in good faith and responsibly.  If that is shown, to the Board’s satisfaction, then the credits can be returned and reallocated.  Once you read A-H you’ll see what I mean and they are all things that should be possible to do.     National Pool funding is another possibility.  If funding becomes available from the National Pool, then we’ll add those credits to our other Returns and pull the next fully fundable one from the waiting list and award it.  So you see that there ARE possibilities to receiving an award other than winning your region outright.  There are numerous things that can happen after the July awards and they can happen at any time.  Zoning is a big one.  Rezoning attempts do fail.  I think that’s the one that hits people most.  Zoning doesn’t come through, financing source changes that cost points, any number of things.  So the advice here is STAY READY.  It will feel like a waste of time…until you get that call.  Has anyone in here been through that?  Got an award WELL AFTER the fact?  Yes. So by far, July doesn’t have to be the end.  Far from it in fact.  A handful of you will get a call way past that and you need to be ready to move on it when it happens.  Because if you can’t, the one behind you juuuuuust might be able to.



Above All, Remember This: 

• Don’t be late.   
• Don’t be incomplete.   
• Don’t be inconsistent.   
• Don’t make casual mistakes.   
• Don’t do your own interpretations of the QAP.   
• Don’t assume anything – ask!   
• Don’t expect TDHCA to do your homework. 
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Some of this will recognize this list as one of the favorite sayings of our Board Chair.  Trust me, it will still be true even after he is long gone.



Are there any… 
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And there’s our man.  How’s everybody feeling.  Everybody alright?  Do you need to see anything again? 



BREAK TIME!!!! 

Presenter
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Alright, we have reached break time.  Take a moment to run to the facilities, grab a snack and stretch your legs.  We look at the 2017 Full Application next
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